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STORYSD - EPISODE 115

NUTRI VENTURES (TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING CASE STUDY)

Hi! I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 115. 
Today it’s me to break down a Portuguese project called Nutri Ventures.

Welcome to StorySD! 
HHelping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy. Explore other resources at 
www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

Nutri Ventures is a very interesng project that aims to be one of the weapons against chil-
dhood obesity. 
The creators wanted to teach children the different properes of food and also why is it so 
important to eat healthy in a fun way. 
TThey created this story where an evil man wants to destroy all of the food. Instead of food, 
he created an energy bar that has all the calories that are necessary.
A magician was successful in saving some of the food and hiding it away in several kingdoms. 
Now it's up to the children to go to those kingdoms, save the food and introduce it once 
again, in the daily life of the different people so they can have a healthy diet. 
IIt's very interesng how they mirrored all of these kingdoms and sociees in terms off the 
food wheel. For example, you have the yellow kingdom that is the cereal kingdom. You have 
the white kingdom that's where the milk is and related products are. You also have the orange 
kingdom, which is the fruit kingdom. You have the red kingdom that's where the meat and the 
eggs are. It's really interesng how all of these different foods give different powers to chil-
dren. 
TThis is a TV series that already has five seasons but you also have a website where you can 
have extra informaon and extra episodes. You have informaon for professionals and paren-
ts. It’s an interesng place to visit. 
You also have an app. The project is connected with McDonald's and Happy Meal. By going 
and eang a Happy Meal, you have points and with those points, you can then play the game 
on the app and you have extra episodes and levels. 
This is a transmedia storytelling project that has a very defined goal, which is to help all of the 
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Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

The recommended person for this episode is Nuno Bernardo.
He's a Portuguese producer/ director of transmedia storytelling projects. He's been doing this 
for many years now. 
Nuno has two books that I already read and I will highly recommend them:
1)1) The Producer's Guide to Transmedia: How to Develop, Fund, Produce and Distribute Com-
pelling Stories Across Mulple Plaorms
2) Transmedia 2.0: How to Create an Entertainment Brand Using a Transmedial Approach to 
Storytelling
In the next episode, we’re going to break down Star Wars.
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


